Partition of rose bengal anion from aqueous medium into a lipophilic environment in the cell envelope of Salmonella typhimurium: implications for cell-type targeting in photodynamic therapy.
Photodynamic therapy employs photosensitizers for the selective destruction of tumor tissue while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. Photosensitization may also be applied to the selective eradication of microorganisms. Photosensitized inactivation requires that the sensitizer bind to the target and therefore the factors that determine photosensitizer binding are critical to photosensitization selectivity. This paper reports the determination of some features of the binding site of the potent photosensitizer, Rose Bengal, in Salmonella bacteria and describes some of the factors that affect this binding. The shift in the wavelength of maximum fluorescence and experiments with the fluorescence quencher TNBS indicate that Rose Bengal is located in a non-aqueous compartment such as the outer membrane. The dye does not seem to significantly accumulate inside the cell, but rather to accumulate in the outer membrane. Time-dependent changes in sensitizer localization in two strains of Salmonella typhimurium that differ in cell wall formation, LT-2 and TA1975, correspond to their differences in susceptibility to photosensitized killing. Therefore these results provide clues to the factors that determine photosensitization selectivity. Understanding this phenomenon is essential for the efficient design of selective photosensitizers and for optimizing antitumor and antiviral photodynamic therapy.